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Pulsed ultrasonic cavitation is a promising modality for non-contact targeted therapy, enabling

mechanical ablation of the tissue. We demonstrate a spatio-temporal superposition approach of

two ultrasound pulses (high and low frequencies) producing a tight cavitation zone of 100 lm

in water, which is an-order-of-magnitudes smaller than those obtained by the existing

high-amplitude transducers. Particularly, laser-generated focused ultrasound (LGFU) was

employed for the high-frequency operation (15 MHz). As demonstrated, LGFU plays a primary

role to define the cavitation zone. The generation rate of cavitation bubbles could be dramatically

increased up to 4.1% (cf. 0.06% without the superposition) with moderated threshold requirement.
VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4836315]

As a non-contact and non-invasive therapeutic modality,

high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) has greatly

expanded its area of applications.1–4 Therapeutic mecha-

nisms of HIFU are mostly explained by local heating on the

targeted tissue through ultrasonic absorption that leads to

denaturation or thermal ablation.4,5 Recent investigation has

revealed the importance of cavitational impacts under HIFU.

First, cavitation bubbles can collapse violently and then gen-

erate transient local stresses involving liquid jet. Such me-

chanical effects could be used to fractionate soft tissues

(known as histotripsy)6–9 and promote trans-membrane mo-

lecular delivery into cells and tissues with minimal heat dep-

osition.10,11 Furthermore, cavitation-induced disturbance

could significantly improve the heating rate of HIFU, facili-

tating coagulation or ablation process.12

HIFU treatment has been typically implemented using

piezoelectric transducers that work at a low-frequency re-

gime (a few MHz).4 This resulted in a bulky focal spot of the

order of mm, locating cavitation bubbles over the similar

spatial dimension. More accurate confinement would be

highly desirable to treat lesions with fine structure (<1 mm),

reducing damage zone in the vicinity. However, it was

challenging to realize such tight focusing simultaneously

with high-pressure amplitudes for therapeutic effects.

Remarkably, laser-generated focused ultrasound (LGFU) has

recently enabled high-frequency (center at 15 MHz and 6 dB

roll off at 30 MHz) and high-peak pressure (>50 MPa(þ)

and >20 MPa(�)) on the focal diameter as small as

75 lm.13,14 Acoustic cavitation could be produced by a sin-

gle ultrasound pulse with micro-scale precision.

However, the cavitation under LGFU required a support-

ing substrate (e.g., glass or tissue surface) that plays a role of

substantially enhancing the pressure on the boundary surface

by the overlap of the incident and reflected waves. The incident

pressure amplitude from the existing LGFU system fell short of

the tensile pressure threshold (Pth) to induce cavitation directly

in water (deionized; 18.2 MX cm�1) without the solid substrate.

Although cavitation nuclei can be externally injected to the

region of interest to moderate the threshold,15 it is not an ulti-

mate approach for comprehensive non-contact therapy. Optical

heating by pulsed laser irradiation may be also used to reduce

the threshold in situ under the focused ultrasound, but the treat-

ment depth would be readily limited by strong light scatter-

ing.16 In order to utilize the high-accuracy LGFU for pulsed

cavitational therapy, a primary step is to create “unbound” cavi-

tation in water without any supporting substrate.

In this work, we utilize a spatio-temporal superposition

approach of two focused ultrasound waves, not relying on the

LGFU alone, which enables single-pulsed free-field cavitation

in the middle of water medium. The tight focal spot of LGFU

(center frequency �15 MHz) is precisely overlapped onto the

center of the other focal pressure generated by a low-

frequency piezoelectric transducer (3.5 MHz). We confirm the

free-field cavitation by high-speed photographic imaging and

acoustic signal measurement due to bubble collapse. The high-

speed imaging reveals that a tight cavitation zone of �100 lm

can be produced in water. This means that the key advantage

of tight focusing given by LGFU is still effective. Moreover,

we demonstrate that the dual-focusing approach moderates the

threshold requirement in terms of tensile pressure peak.

LGFU was produced by using two optoacoustic lenses

(lens I and II), both of which have a carbon nanotube (CNT)-

polymer composite film used as an ultrasound transmitter.17

The nano-composite film formed on the spherical surface

converts an incident laser beam (Nd:YAG, 6 ns pulse;

Surelite I-20, Continuum) into focused ultrasound. The lens I

has r¼ 5.5 mm (radius of curvature) and d¼ 6 mm (aperture

diameter), and the lens II has a larger design of r¼ 9.2 mm

and d¼ 15 mm. The lateral spot dimension at focus was 75

and 90 lm, respectively. Both lenses produce similar output

characteristics under pulsed laser irradiation, although only
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the lens I was previously calibrated.13 Here, the lens II was

used to show a longer-range access of the micro-scale, free-

field cavitation at �1 cm distance. The low-frequency ultra-

sound pulse was generated by a piezoelectric transducer

(25.4 mm diameter, 38.1 mm focal distance; 800 lm focal

spot width; Panametrics). The experimental schematic is

shown in Fig. 1. First, each spatial focus was aligned into the

same position, being guided by a fiber-optic hydrophone.

The angle between two focal axes is 75�–85�. Then, we used

a delay generator to temporally synchronize two ultrasound

pulses. The low-frequency piezoelectric ultrasound was first

transmitted and followed by LGFU with time delay (Dt) to

compensate different acoustic transit time: Dt¼ 21.7 ls

(lens I) and Dt¼ 19.3 ls (lens II). Time lags (toffset) due to

the electronic operation of laser controller and piezoelectric

pulser/receiver were also taken into account (i.e., t0þDt
þ toffset,controller¼ t0þ toffset,pulser). For cavitation measure-

ment, we used the same piezoelectric transducer as a signal

detector, which is connected to a digital oscilloscope

(WaveSurfer 432, LeCroy). The signal on the oscilloscope

was monitored to count the number of cavitation event.

Figure 2 shows the superposition process of two focused

ultrasound waveforms that are measured by the fiber-optic

hydrophone. The time shown in the horizontal axis is rela-

tively defined including internal delays of the pulser/receiver

and the laser controller. The LGFU waveform in Fig. 2 was

obtained using the lens I (shown at �31.4 ls) before super-

position. The lens II can produce a similar waveform. By

application of the time delay, the superposed waveform

could be obtained under precise tuning (Fig. 2(b)). Fig. 2(c)

shows acoustic frequency spectra obtained from each pulses

shown in Fig. 2(a). The primary peak of each spectrum is

located around 3.5 and 15 MHz, respectively. Here, as a

guidance to show the superposition process, we used low

laser energy (E) of 6 mJ/pulse. This produces the pressure

peaks of þ10 MPa and �7 MPa in which the tensile peak is

much lower than the cavitation threshold on the fiber surface.

Note that LGFU with E¼ 14 mJ/pulse produces cavitation

on the fiber or glass substrate.13 We use this laser energy

(Eth) as a reference value in this work. The 3.5 MHz pressure

pulse is shown at >31.9 ls with the long oscillatory tail. For

the maximum enhancement of the acoustic intensity, we

chose the first negative peak at 32.2 ls for superposition,

which is stronger than the others (e.g., 32.4 and 32.7 ls).

Free-field cavitation in water was confirmed by high-

speed photographic imaging. For comparison, Fig. 3(a)

shows an image without cavitation where the optoacoustic

transmitter (lens II) was only used. The fiber was pulled out

of the focal zone. We used the fiber to find the focal spot and

keep an optical focus of camera. As we moved the fiber back

to the focal zone in Fig. 3(b), the cavitation bubble was

observed on the fiber surface, which is shown with the hemi-

spherical contour. The images in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) were

obtained under the dual-focusing configuration. In Fig. 3(c),

the free-field cavitation is clearly observed without any sup-

porting substrate (indicated by the arrow; video available

online). The cavitation could be produced over a micro-scale

zone of 100 lm (lateral) by 155 lm (longitudinal). This con-

firms that the cavitation zone is primarily determined by the

sharper spot produced by LGFU.

Then, we measured cavitation signal due to collapse-

induced acoustic transient. The piezoelectric and optoacous-

tic transmitters were turned on and off alternately, and then

turned on simultaneously as shown in Figs. 4(a)–4(c). Each

mode of operation is described schematically in the right of

FIG. 1. Experimental schematic for dual-frequency focused ultrasound. A

time delay (Dt) is added on the pulse laser path for temporal synchronization.

FIG. 2. Temporal waveforms (a) before and (b) after the superposition of optoacoustically (i.e., LGFU) and piezoelectrically generated ultrasound pulses (aver-

age of 50 traces). The time in the horizontal axis is relative, including electronic delays. The single LGFU pulse is shifted to the first minimum of the low-

frequency waveform shown in (b). The normalized frequency spectrum for each waveform is shown in (c).
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measured waveforms. The lens I was used for LGFU. The ar-

tifact at 50–60 ls (dotted arrow) is due to acoustic reflection

from the fiber hydrophone. No cavitation signal was

observed under the single transmitter, either piezoelectric

(Fig. 4(a)) or optoacoustic (Fig. 4(b)). In contrast, the

collapse-induced transient was detected under the super-

posed ultrasound (Fig. 4(c); thick arrow) by the same

piezoelectric transducer. A bubble lifetime was several to a

few tens of ls.

The cavitation process was quantified in terms of the

generation rate of cavitation bubble (g) that is determined by

the number of detected collapse events per the number of

incident ultrasound pulses. A single experiment was per-

formed during 30 s using 600 ultrasound pulses. In Fig. 4(d),

the generation rates were determined by using 1800–3600

ultrasound pulses. Only with LGFU, cavitation was rarely

generated: g¼ 0% with E¼ 18 mJ/pulse (¼1.3Eth) and

g¼ 0.06% with E¼ 56 mJ/pulse (¼ 4Eth). Previously, we

confirmed that LGFU alone with these laser energies produce

a peak negative of �15 and �25 MPa, respectively.13 This

shows difficulty of obtaining the cavitation in water by

LGFU alone. On the glass substrate, g� 100% can be easily

obtained with the laser energy as low as E¼ 1.3Eth. By the

superposition of two waveforms, g in water could be dramati-

cally increased up to 4.1% (¼ 74 events/1800 pulses) with

E¼ 56 mJ/pulse and 1.5% (¼ 27/1800) with E¼ 18 mJ/pulse.

For both cases, the same pressure from the piezoelectric

transmitter was used (�7.5 MPa at 32.2 ls). Finally without

LGFU, the 3.5 MHz focused ultrasound hardly produced cav-

itation with g¼ 0.06% (¼ 2/3600). We note that the cavita-

tion could be produced using just E¼ 1.3Eth under the

superposition. In this condition, the superposition increases

the tensile pressure of LGFU (15 MPa) by 7.5 MPa, resulting

in 22.5 MPa in the overlapped peak. This is lower than that of

LGFU alone with E¼ 4Eth (�25 MPa) that leads to almost no

cavitation (g¼ 0.06%). This means that the dual-focusing

approach moderated the threshold requirement.

The free-field cavitation in our configuration can be

explained by two mechanisms: shockwave interaction with

tiny cavities and enhanced acoustic intensity. Here, the mea-

surement sensitivity of cavitation is limited only to the

acoustic signal that is originated from violent collapse of rel-

atively large bubbles with lifetime of >several ls. However,

the generation of micro-cavities with shorter lifetime is

highly possible during the tensile phase of LGFU. The

FIG. 3. High-speed photographic imaging of single-pulsed cavitation (scale

bar¼ 200 lm). (a) A reference image without cavitation under the optoa-

coustic transmitter (no superposition). The fiber hydrophone is away from

the focal zone. (b) Cavitation formed on the fiber surface under the

superposed ultrasound. The fiber is located at the focal zone. (c) Free-field

cavitation (arrow) under the superposed ultrasound. Video recording of sin-

gle-pulsed free-field cavitation in water under superposition of two focused

ultrasound pulses: one with high frequency (15 MHz) by an optoacoustic trans-

mitter (laser-generated focused ultrasound) and the other with low frequency

(3.5 MHz) by a piezoelectric transmitter. A pulse repetition rate is 20 Hz.

Cavitation is formed at the superposed focal zone shown in the left side. The

size of cavitation zone is 100 mm (lateral) by 155 mm (longitudinal) that is

determined from the video. The optical fiber shown in the right side has

125-mm thickness (i.e. the vertical dimension). Fig. 3(c) was captured from

this video (Multimedia view) [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4836315.1].

FIG. 4. Cavitation signal measurement. Receiver responses are shown in (a)–(c) (the dotted arrows indicate artifacts). (a) Focused ultrasound by piezoelectric

transmitter only; (b) Optoacoustic transmitter only (LGFU); (c) Dual-focusing configuration. The thick arrow in (c) shows the acoustic transient signal due to

bubble collapse. (d) The generation rates of cavitation bubbles under each mode of operation with and without superposition. The laser energy used to excite

the optoacoustic lens is shown above each bar.
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created tiny cavities are then immediately exposed to the

steep shockfront (�32.2 ls in Fig. 2(b)) that is a part of the

low-frequency ultrasound waveform. Since acoustic reflec-

tion from the air cavity (reflectivity¼�1) turns the sharp

positive amplitude into the huge negative one, the shock

interaction can greatly increase the number of cavitation

bubbles.8,18 This process facilitates formation of a bubble

cloud that eventually collapses with observable signal. In the

other way, the cavitation process can be promoted by an

enhanced acoustic intensity. Under the superposition, the

low-frequency waveform provides a broad tensile atmos-

phere formed over a relatively long period that accumulates

significant acoustic energy. While the single tensile period of

LGFU is as short as �40 ns, the initial tensile phase of the

3.5 MHz ultrasound waveform in Fig. 2(a) prolongs over

�175 ns. This enhances the intensity that leads to ultrasonic

absorption and heating as a favorable condition for

cavitation.

Under the superposition, the size of free-field cavitation

zone (�100 lm) in Fig. 3 was mainly determined by the tight

focal spot of LGFU. However, the cavitation zone was

slightly larger than the focal dimension of lens II (�90 lm).

While the geometrical focal dimension of LGFU is initially

fixed by the lens design and the acoustic frequency, the cavi-

tation zone is somewhat controllable by the LGFU ampli-

tude. This is because the cavitation zone is determined by

where the pressure amplitude is higher than the cavitation

threshold, not by the geometrical focal dimension. As the

LGFU amplitude increases, such over-threshold region can

be enlarged more than the geometrically defined width.

In summary, we demonstrated the superposed configu-

ration of LGFU with a center frequency of 15 MHz and

low-frequency focused ultrasound (3.5 MHz) produced by

the piezoelectric transducer. This enabled single-pulsed

free-field cavitation in water. Due to the sharp focusing by

LGFU, the cavitation zone could be confined to the spatial

dimension of 100 lm (lateral) by 155 lm (longitudinal).

Under the superposition, the free-field cavitation was pro-

duced with the reduced threshold in terms of tensile peak

pressure. Moreover, the laser energy to excite the optoa-

coustic lens (E¼ 18 mJ/pulse) could be significantly

reduced to lower than 1/3 of which is required for LGFU

alone (E¼ 56 mJ/pulse). We suggested shockwave interac-

tion and enhanced acoustic intensity as the mechanisms re-

sponsible for cavitation. We expect that the dual-focusing

approach can be further developed to realize high-precision

pulsed cavitational therapy guided by ultrasonic imaging in

which the same piezoelectric transducer is employed as a

receiver.
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